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Abstract: This study presents a methodology for collaboratively designing laboratory experiments and developing key
performance indicators for the testing and validation of novel power system control architectures in multiple laboratory
environments. The contribution makes use of the smart grid architecture model as it facilitates the integration of
individually developed control functions into a consolidated solution for laboratory validation and testing. The experimental
results obtained across multiple laboratories can be efficiently compared, when the proposed methodology is adopted and
thus the study offers means of support for improved cooperation in smart grid validation and round robin testing.

1

Introduction

Within Europe, multiple research organisations are collaborating to
address challenges posed by large-scale integration of renewable
energy resources and to support the broader European Union
Energy Policy of decarbonising the power grid. It is vital that the
potential solutions for controlling the future grid are systematically
validated in realistic laboratory conditions to accelerate their
conﬁdent adoption.
The integration of multiple software and hardware controllers into
a consolidated solution for laboratory validation and testing is
complex due to the requirements of developing consistent
functional interfaces between controllers and ensuring real-time
operation [1]. Therefore, a structured process must be followed
when assessing the performance of novel solutions, which requires:
† deﬁning key performance indicators (KPIs),
† measuring the deﬁned KPIs in laboratories,
† comparing the measured KPIs with a business as usual (BAU) case.
Testing activities are sometimes performed across multiple
laboratories [2], which bring various beneﬁts such as exposure to a
wider variety of hardware testing environments, communication
protocols and testing procedures that collectively have the
potential to increase the robustness of the tested system. Therefore,
it is of critical importance to formulate KPIs that do not depend on
the peculiarities of individual laboratory setups and capabilities, in
order to ensure that the results are comparable. This is a
challenging task; for example, many relevant indicators of power
system control performance, such as the rate of change of
frequency during disturbances, are linked to time constants, which
are highly speciﬁc to the system inertia, unit capabilities and
signal delays inherent to the physical power system being
measured [3–5].
Typically, for laboratory validation and testing of power system
controllers, multiple functions need to be integrated within the
laboratory environment. These intelligent solutions comprise more
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than one inter-dependent function encompassing multiple domains
that are developed independently by domain experts and brought
together for integration within the laboratory for validation and
testing. By using the smart grid architecture model (SGAM) [6] the
interdependencies of the different functions are more clearly exposed
and therefore the development of the KPIs required for testing across
multiple facilities can be performed in a meticulous manner. A
methodology for developing suitable KPIs using the SGAM is
presented in this paper. This paper builds upon the work presented in
[7], and advances the state-of-the-art by demonstrating a structured
approach for multi-laboratory collaborative KPI development.

2

Methodology for KPI development

A three-stage methodology that uses SGAM as a tool has been
developed to formally determine an experimental plan and KPIs,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The methodology follows a structured
approach wherein the KPIs for a smart grid control solution
evaluation by the laboratory infrastructure are developed further.
The three stages of the methodology are described in detail in the
following subsections, and are further illustrated in Section 3.
2.1

Stage I

In the ﬁrst stage of the methodology, the functions involved in the
smart grid control solution are identiﬁed and mapped onto the
corresponding zones and domains of the functional layer of the
SGAM. A description of how a distributed control solution can be
mapped on to the functional layer of SGAM has been detailed in
[7]. The information that is exchanged between the different
functions is identiﬁed and the ‘business context view’ of the
SGAM information layer is developed.
In the case where multiple partners will be validating the proposed
control solution in their respective laboratories, this stage is
undertaken by each of the partners independently. Once these two
layers of SGAM have been developed by each of the partners, the
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operation by means of distributed control among distinct regions
of the power network, called cells, thereby improving the
observability, controllability and reliability of future power
systems. WoC requires the division of a power system into smaller
control entities (compared to the present day load frequency
control areas) responsible for optimised operation of locally
available ﬂexibility to manage voltage and balance deviations.
Each cell should address deviations originating within it, i.e.
solving local problems locally. For this purpose, novel frequency
and voltage control solutions for the WoC architecture have been
developed.
The proposed methodology has been applied to obtain the KPIs
for experimental evaluation of the developed novel frequency and
voltage control solutions. In this case study, one of the frequency

Fig. 1 KPI development methodology

layers can be shared between the partners and an exercise to
consolidate the control solution is undertaken. This process
ensures that the control solution is understood consistently across
all the partners and it avoids any confusion at a later stage.
2.2

Stage II

In order to test and validate the smart grid control solution in the
laboratory, a reference power network is required. In most of
laboratories, the reference power network is the power network
available within the laboratory. However, in laboratories capable
of conducting power hardware-in-the-loop simulations (PHIL), a
larger power network can be simulated, with the laboratory
network being a small part of the larger virtually simulated
network. In such cases, a reference power system is chosen based
on the individual laboratory capabilities.
Once the reference power network has been selected, the next step
is to establish the periodic refresh rate for the information that is
exchanged between the functions. This rate depends upon the
application of the control solution and is usually determined by
the control solution developers. Depending upon the data refresh
requirements, the components – i.e. the intelligent electronic
devices (IEDs) – in the laboratory that can be utilised for the
implementation of the functions are identiﬁed. Once the
components have been identiﬁed, the communication protocols
and data formats supported by the components are summarised.
This enables the population of component layer, communication
layer and canonical view of information layer of SGAM. Having
all the layers of SGAM populated provides a full view of the
testing environment with the implemented control functions that
will facilitate the deﬁnition of experiments.
2.3

Fig. 2 Business context view of information layer (function layer is without
the exchange of information)

Stage III

In the third stage of the methodology, a reference event to be
simulated for evaluating the performance of the developed control
solution is chosen. Furthermore, to be able to appraise the
performance of the novel developed controller, it is important to
compare the results obtained with a BAU case. Once the reference
event and the BAU case have been selected, a short narrative on
the experiment that will be conducted to test the smart grid control
solution in the laboratory is drafted. This allows for the detailed
test cases to be described and for the KPIs to be reﬁned.

3

Case study

To address
capable of
project has
The aim of

the need of a new power system architecture that is
supporting a decarbonised grid, the ELECTRA IRP
introduced the web of cells (WoC) architecture [8].
the WoC architecture is to support secure system-wide

Fig. 3 Reference power system
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Table 1 Laboratory component identification
Function
cell imbalance observer
aggregated reserve bid calculator

Inputs (in)

Outputs (out)

In refresh rate

Out refresh rate

Laboratory component

tie-line power flow
resource flexibility

cell imbalance
reserve capacity bids

continuous
hourly

event based
hourly

IED-3 (host PC)
IED-1 (host PC)

Fig. 4 SGAM layers
(a) Component layer, (b) Component layer: process zones of each cell, (c) Communication layer, (d) Canonical view of information layer
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control solutions, called the balance restoration control (BRC), will
be utilised to present an example use of the proposed
methodology. More details on the control solution can be found in
[7]. European Liason on Electricity Committed Towards long-term
Research Activity Integrated Research Programme (ELECTRA
IRP) involves a total of 11 partners with state-of-the-art laboratory
facilities. This methodology has been followed by each of the
laboratory partners; however due to restriction in space, only the
example generated by University of Strathclyde using the
Distribution Network and Protection (D-NAP) Laboratory is
presented. The outcomes of the different stages are described below.
3.1

Stage I

As per the methodology, the functions and the information that are
exchanged between the functions in BRC are identiﬁed and the
functional and business context view of the information layer is
populated (Fig. 2). As the frequency control solution developed
within ELECTRA IRP aims to utilise the ﬂexibility available
within distribution networks, the generation and transmission
domains of SGAM have been omitted. Similarly, the control
solution developed does not involve any wholesale market
operation and therefore the market zone has been omitted at this
stage.
3.2

Stage II

The D-NAP laboratory is a 125 kVA microgrid facility. More details
on the capabilities of laboratories involved within ELECTRA IRP
can be found at [9]. With the ability to conduct real-time PHIL
simulations in D-NAP, a reduced dynamic model of the UK power
system, as shown in Fig. 3, has been selected as the reference
power system [10]. The UK power system has been split into
seven cells to incorporate the WoC architecture. Three of the cells
will be emulated by the power equipment in the laboratory and
four cells will be simulated in real-time.
For the purpose of illustration, the refresh rates of inputs and
outputs for two functions have been presented in Table 1. Based
on the refresh rates, two components for implementation of the
functions have been identiﬁed as shown in Table 1. This enables
development of the component layer of SGAM as shown in
Fig. 4a. The control functions for all seven cells are to be
implemented on the same components (i.e. the cell imbalance
error function for all cells will be implemented within IED-3 and
the aggregated reserve bid calculator function for all cells will be
implemented within IED-1). The power equipment is mapped onto
the process zone of SGAM. As explained in [7], one component
layer for each cell must be developed. Therefore, the various
power equipment that will be utilised within the laboratory has
been shown in Fig. 4b. The supported communication protocols
and data formats for selected laboratory components are
summarised in Table 2. This allows for the communication and
the canonical view of the information layer to be populated as
shown in Figs. 4c and d, respectively. The available environments
for the implementation of the control functions are also captured
in Table 2. This allows for the function development team (which
may be different to the laboratory owner) to decide upon the
platform to use for implementing the functions. As can be seen
Table 2 Laboratory component supported communication protocols
and data formats
Lab
component

Available
implementation
environment

Communication
protocols

Data
format/
model

IED-1 (host
PC)
IED-1 (host
PC)
IED-1 (host
PC)

MATLAB (Simulink/
M-File), Python
MATLAB (Simulink/
M-File), Python
C/C + +, Python, Java

UDP

custom
data format
custom
data format
IEC
61850-7-4

TCP
IEC 61850 GOOSE

from Table 2, more than one implementation platform,
communication protocol and data format might be available for
each laboratory component. However, in the SGAM layer, only
the implementation environment, communication protocol and data
format that is preferred by the laboratory is illustrated.
3.3

Stage III

As a frequency control solution is under consideration in this paper, a
reference frequency event needs to be simulated for the purpose of
evaluating the performance of the developed control solution.
A number of occurrences of ∼1 GW generation loss have been
experienced by the Great Britain grid within the last year and
therefore a generation loss of 1 GW is selected as the reference
event [11]. The frequency control implemented by European
Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
(ENTSO-E) [12] within the European grid has been selected as the
BAU case.
Smart grid laboratories are not identical in terms of equipment,
architecture and capabilities. When multiple laboratories are
presented with a control solution, each laboratory has a different
perspective in terms of its implementation. The results obtained
from the experimental evaluation from different laboratories is
valuable, however it is often difﬁcult to compare results obtained
independently from two laboratories. The proposed methodology
helps multiple laboratories to design experiments together ensuring
consolidation and consistency in perspective at every stage,
thereby enabling the results to be comparable.
As has been mentioned earlier, the three stages of the
methodology have been exercised by all the laboratory partners
within the ELECTRA IRP project. One of the KPIs that required a
consistent deﬁnition was the time for frequency restoration
following the reference incident. The reference power system and
the reference event are different for each of the laboratory as they
are selected based on the capability of the individual laboratory.
For the basis of comparison of results between laboratories, an
improved KPI/metric can be formulated:

Tratio



time for frequency restoration BRC


=
time for frequency restoration BAU

By means of taking a ratio between the two response times, the
impact of the differences of the implemented laboratory systems
are minimised, making the KPI comparable between the laboratories.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, a structured methodology for development of KPIs
driven by laboratory infrastructure is proposed. As per this
methodology, any intelligent solution to be tested is ﬁrst
represented using the SGAM followed by adding the
representation of the laboratory infrastructure, which will test and
validate the solution. The detailed mapping process captures the
requirements of the controllers and the capabilities of the
laboratory infrastructure. Using these outputs, consistent,
appropriate and measurable KPIs can be extracted.
Furthermore, for the ﬁrst time, an extensive SGAM modelling
process has been undertaken on multiple smart grid laboratories.
This has demonstrated the value of the proposed methodology for
communicating research infrastructure features for integration of
test equipment and control solutions. The combined representation
of control systems and laboratories using the SGAM enables the
transition from the design of radical grid control solutions, to their
convincing evaluation and validation.
The ongoing project effort within ELECTRA IRP is directed
towards validation of novel WoC controls and utilisation of the
KPIs, and thus it provides increasing evidence to validate the
proposed methodology. Experiments will be conducted in at least
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two smart grid laboratories, and the KPIs will be measured and
compared to quantify the impact of the control paradigm.
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